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Abstract
The X10 Global Matrix Library (GML) is designed to simplify the
development of scalable linear algebra applications. By hiding the
communication and parallelism details, GML programs are written
in a sequential style that is easy to use and understand by non expert
programmers.

Resilience is becoming a major challenge for HPC applications
as the number of components in a typical system continues to in-
crease. To address this challenge, we improved GML’s adaptability
to process failure and provided a mechanism for automatic data
recovery. As iterative algorithms are commonly used in linear alge-
bra applications, we also created a checkpoint/restore framework
for developing resilient iterative applications using GML.

Using three example machine learning applications, we demon-
strate that this framework supports resilient application develop-
ment with minimal additional code compared to a non-resilient im-
plementation. Performance measurements in a typical cluster envi-
ronment show that the major cost of resilient execution is due to
resilient X10 itself, and that the additional cost due to our frame-
work is acceptable.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.3 [Concurrent Pro-
gramming]: distributed programming; D.4.5 [Reliability]: Check-
point/restart

Keywords X10, Global Matrix Library, Iterative Algorithms

1. Introduction
Specialized matrix libraries are commonly used for rapid develop-
ment of statistical and linear algebra applications. Systems such as
MATLAB and R provide scientists with simple vector and matrix
routines that enable them to easily build linear algebra applications
and to simulate mathematical models in their domains. The huge
increase in the size of datasets of interest motivates the need for dis-
tributed matrix libraries that can exploit large scale clusters. In this
talk, we will describe a matrix library written in the X10 language
that addresses the main challenges associated with distributed ma-
trix computations: simplicity, performance, resilience and support
for iterative computation.

X10 supports resilience by detecting the failure of a portion
of the system and notifying the application through an exception;
this allows users to implement their own application level fault
tolerance techniques to guard against fail-stop process failures [1].
X10 version 2.5.1 introduced support for dynamic process creation
(Elastic X10). With resilience and elasticity, X10 programmers
are able to implement applications that can adapt to dynamically
varying resources.

2. X10 Global Matrix Library
X10 Global Matrix Library (GML) is a distributed matrix library
that provides a rich set of matrix formats and routines, which makes
it an attractive foundation for scalable linear algebra applications,
as well as a potential compilation target for high-level array lan-
guages [2]. By hiding the details of communication and parallelism,
GML programs are written in a sequential style that is easy to
use and understand by non-expert programmers. Listing 2 shows
a GML implementation for the PageRank algorithm which is de-
scribed in the pseudocode in Listing 1.

Listing 1: PageRank pseudocode
1 for (z in 1..k) {

2 P = αGP+ (1− α)EUTP
3 }

Listing 2: PageRank Implementation using GML
1 /* Input Data */
2 var m:Long , n:Long , rowBlocks:Long ,

colBlocks:Long , rowPlaces:Long ,
colPlaces:Long , alpha:Double;

3 val G:DistBlockMatrix = DistBlockMatrix.
make(m, n, rowBlocks , colBlocks ,
rowPlaces , colPlaces);

4 val P:DupVector = DupVector.make(n);
5 val U:DistVector = DistVector.make(n, ...);
6 /* Temp Data */
7 val GP:DistVector = DistVector.make(n, ...)

;
8
9 /* Data initialization code omitted */

10
11 /* PageRank Iterations */
12 for (1..k) {
13 GP.mult(G, P).scale(alpha);
14 val UtP1a = U.dot(P) * (1-alpha);
15 GP.copyTo(P.local ()); // gather
16 P.local().cellAdd(UtP1a);
17 P.sync(); // broadcast
18 }

GML is an object-oriented library; different implementations of
matrices and vectors implement the same interface, so that client
code is insulated from the details of the implementation. The choice
of the particular implementation class is relevant only when the ma-
trix or vector is created. We envisage, in future work, a layer above
GML where this decision can be made automatically (through an-
notations supplied by the user, or through code analysis).

Although GML inherits the performance and the efficient sup-
port for iterative algorithms from the X10 language, early versions



were not resilient; failure of a single process caused the whole
GML application to fail. To improve GML’s resilience, we allowed
the distributed GML objects to be saved and restored over a dynam-
ically changing number of processes.

3. The Resilient Iterative Application Framework
The framework applies the Coordinated Checkpoint/Restart tech-
nique. In this technique, all the participating processes periodically
pause their processing in order to create a consistent checkpoint
for the application. For iterative algorithms, a checkpoint is usu-
ally taken either at the beginning or at the end of the iteration body.
Should one process fail, the application can be recovered by restart-
ing from the latest checkpoint. In coordinated checkpointing, it is
not necessary to save more than one checkpoint for the application.
The user chooses the checkpointing interval to balance the over-
head of checkpointing against the risk of lost computation.

3.1 Iterative Application Programming Model
Our framework requires the application developer to implement the
following four methods to be called by a resilient executor:

isFinished():Boolean - evaluates the algorithm’s termination
condition (for example by checking the number of completed iter-
ations or by checking a convergence condition).

step():void - the body of the iterative algorithm which is
executed repeatedly until isFinished() evaluates to true.

checkpoint(AppResilientStore):void - saves the states of the
GML objects using the provided AppResilientStore.

restore(PlaceGroup, AppResilientStore, ...):void - re-
stores the application using the most recent successful snapshot.

We applied this programming model to three GML benchmark
applications. Table 1 gives a lines of code comparison between the
non-resilient and resilient versions, and shows that the program-
ming effort required to add resilience support is minimal. Code re-
lated to defining application specific variables, data initialization,
and the iterative algorithm, is almost unchanged for the purpose of
resilience. Further simplification can be done in the future by pro-
viding annotations to mark the snapshot objects to eliminate the
need for defining the checkpoint and restore methods.

Table 1: Lines of code comparison between the non-resilient and resilient
versions of the benchmark programs

Non-resilient Resilient

Application Total Total Checkpoint Restore

LinReg 66 96 10 16

LogReg 166 222 11 20

PageRank 72 94 7 10

3.2 Restoration Modes
The resilient executor supports three restoration modes that define
how the application should adapt to the loss of places.

Shrink Mode The executor restores the application using the
remaining live places. Block partitioned objects are restored by
remapping the blocks to the remaining places without changing the
blocks’ dimensions. Block-by-block restore is fast, but can lead to
load imbalance.

Shrink-Rebalance Mode The executor restores the application
using the remaining live places. Block partitioned objects are repar-
titioned to provide even load balancing for the remaining places.

Replace-Redundant Mode Each failed place is replaced by a
spare place. At the application start time, the user can select to
create a number of redundant places to be used in case of failure.
When the number of failed places exceeds the number of redundant
places, the executor will have to apply the shrink mode or the
shrink-rebalance mode based on the user’s choice.

In the future, we plan to add a fourth mode (Replace-Elastic)
that utilizes the new elasticity feature of X10. Using elastic X10,
we can dynamically create new places to replace the failed ones
instead of creating redundant places in advance.

4. Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our resilient linear algebra appli-
cation framework, we measured the total overhead of resilience
support for GML applications using different restoration modes.
Due to space constraints we only present results for the PageRank
application shown in listing 2. Fig. 1 shows the total runtime for
30 iterations of PageRank, where checkpoints are taken every 10
iterations and a single place failure occurs at iteration 15. The to-
tal runtime includes the overhead of resilient X10, checkpointing,
restoration and (for the shrink-rebalance mode only) rebalancing.
The total time for non-resilient execution without failure is also
shown as a baseline.
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Figure 1: PageRank: total runtime with a single failure using different
restoration modes: Softlayer cluster, each node with a single four-core
2.6GHz Intel Xeon E5-2650 CPU and 8GB of memory

Our full source code is freely available at http://x10-lang.org as
part of GML version 2.5.2.
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